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ABSTRACT

Various numerical approaches with diffarent degrees of approximations
have been developed and utilized for the evaluation of the structural
response of nuclear containments and other Class I nuclear structures.
These approaches however, inherently rely on various degrees of
approximations in order to simplify the mathematical equations' associated
with the analysis methods. Thus, they may not necessarily represent the
actual response behavior of the structure in question. This is especially
true for operating or accident conditions that involve seismic and dynamic
loads. Under this program BNL is investigating the ranges of validity of
the analytical methods used to predict the behavior of nuclear safety
related structures under accidental and extreme environmental loadings.

During FY 85, the investigations were concentrated on special problems
that can significantly influence the outcome of the soil structure
interaction evaluation process. Specially, limitations and applicability
of the standard interaction methods when dealing with lift-off, layering
and water table effects, were investigated. This paper describes the work
and the results obtained during FY 85 from the studies on lift-off,
layering and water-table effects in soil-structure interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes work performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) on the program "Standard Problems for Structural Computer Codes" (FIN
No. A-3242) during FY 85. The work reported here is concerned with three
tasks related to the soil-structure interaction area. There tasks are: a)
lift-off effects, b) layering effects and c) water table effects. The
overall objective of these tasks is to evaluate these effects for nuclear
plant structures and utilize experimental data, when available, to quantify
the uncertainties which exist in the mathematical models.

In the lift-off area, the capability of the SIM code which was
developed at BNL was extended in order to treat the lift-off process.
Mathematical laws pertaining to the structure-foundation interface were
developed to account for local •onlinearities associated with the lift-off
phenomenon. The SIMQUAKE experiment was utilized to compare analytical
predictions with the SIM code versus recorded data. Furthermore, the
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conditions under which lift-off can occur in nuclear plant structures were
investigated.

The influence of the foundation layering on the response of struc-
ture-foundation system was studied. Several foundation configurations were
used with different geometrical and wave propagation characteristics in
order to quantify the effect on the system transfer functions. Based on
the numerical data generated for the system transfer functions, a method
was developed which gives an approximation to the layering problem. The
procedure was applied to a set of foundation configurations in order to
demonstrate its applicability and limitations.

Water table effects were studied for nuclear facilities located on
sites characterized by high water tables. In conventional SSIt evaluations
the foundation impedances are computed without taking into account the
effect of the water table. The influence of the latter on the foundation
impedances studied using a version of the SLAM code. A capability of
treating the water phase in SSI evaluations was developed and incorporated
into the SLAM computer program. Numerical results for foundation
impedances were obtained with the without the presence of water in the
foundation.

Details pertaining to the lift-off, layering and water table studies
are described in the following sections.

2. LIFT-OFF EFFECTS

A study was performed to evaluate the extent to which lift-off
(separation of foundation and soil) may be important in evaluating the
seismic response of nuclear power plant structures. The standard lumped
parameter analysis method wes modified by representing the lumped soil/
structure interaction horizontal and rocking springs and dampers with
disturbed (over the foundation area) springs and dampers are than modified
so that they can only transmit compressive stresses. Additional inter-
action damping is included to account for the impact which occurs when a
portion of the foundation which has separated comes back into contact with
the soil.

The validity of the model is evaluated by comparing predictions made
with it to data measured during the SIMQUAKE II experiment. The
predictions were found to correlate quite weli with the measured data
except for some discrepancies at the higher frequency (>10 cps) range.
This discrepancy was attributed to the relatively crude model used impact
effects.

Data is presented which identify the peak accumulation required to
cause lift-off. For parameters typical of nuclear power plant structures
lift-off was found to occur when the peak accelerations are in the range of
0.3 - 0.6 G's. Studies were then performed to evaluate the consequence of
neglecting lift-off when it occurs. A typical result is shown as Fig. 1.
Spectra were compiled for the rocking motions both including and neglecting
lift-off. This was done for three inputs having peak accelerations of
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Fig. 1 Ratio Rotational Lift-off/No Liftoff Spectra



;hat required to cause lift-off. The ratio of the
I lift-off to that neglecting lift-off is shown as
:hat the spectra including lift-off effects are
a factor of 3 when the peak acceleration is 2
mse lift-off) than those neglecting lift-off.

methods are available today for the
; stiffness of foundations resting on the uniform
i. It is desirable, however, to have simplified
resonable approximation to the foundation
are very important in the computation of the
iing-foundation systems. Approximate methods for
lance functions can be used in preliminary design
:he overall results from computer codes. Such
proposed for the uniform halfspace and the case of
se. It 5s generally more difficult to derive
." impedance functions associated with layered
} the fact that the wave propagation is dispersive
speed of v.he propagation depends on the wavelength.

a simplified procedure to evaluate the resnon~e of
yered foundations was developed. This procedure is
adiation damping which was evaluated for different
3. Comprehensive data to demonstrate the applica-
he method were generated. Response comparisons
athod and a vigorous method were made for massless
ith mass and finally for flexible structures,
parison of the harmonic response of a foundation
equal to the layer depth. The ratio of the S-wave
material and the material of the halfspace is equal
that the response obtained by the approximate
greement with the rigorously computed response.

plication of the method in computing the transient
ke inputs was investigated. In these investi-
ition was represented by a synthetic acceleration
acy was examined at the floor spectra level. Fig.
ween approximate and rigorously computed floor
quipment damping. The agreement is very good,
tained for a set of different foundation systems.

oil-structure interaction process which has not
in the soil-structure interaction process is the
or pore water) on the response of typical nuclear
ocated at soil sites where the ground water table
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Fig. 2 Steady-State Response Comparison
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Fig. 4 Finite Element Representation
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is reasonably close to the structural foundations. There are very good
reasons for the current state of affairs, however, not the least of which
is the difficulty of incorporating this aspect into the SSI analysis.

At one extreme of the problem at which soil strains approach the
failure strain condition, the analysis typically focuses on the potential
failure under the structure, and the development of liquefaction conditions
in the soil. The current state of the art in this area is to a great
extent based upon on empirical methods of analysis. The difficulties in
this area stem primarily from a lack of knowledge of soil constitutive data
at large strains.

At the small strain end of the spectrum, the analytic approaches that
can be used to study the impact of pore water are more tenable, and in fact
a relatively long history, extending back some 40 years, is available to
guide the development. To be sure, difficulties still exist in this area,
and these again are primarily associated with constitutive properties of
real soils: However, with the availability of computer power, realistic
problems can be investigated to allow engineers to assess the potential
impact" as seismic structural analysis.

The objective of this phase of the study was to generate a finite
element computer program to treat the seismic response of a soil-structure
system in which a typical linear structure is situated near the surface of
the ground. The soil is represented as a linear medium in which all
pc^rt"1"?! nonlinearities are at most lumped into an equivalent hysteretic
damping modulus. However the soil pores is saturated with compressible
fluid (water) to some depth close to the structure (Fig. 4). A numerical
finite element model is developed to treat this two-phased linear media,
this model being based upon the analytic developments extending back to the
work of Biot. In keeping with typical SSI analyses, in order to make the
finite element approach yield reasonable results, a comparable two-phase
transmitting boundary formulation was developed to adequately take care of
relative damping effects.

The code was developed and made operational with several parameter
variations performed to assess impact of pore water on response. A typical
result is shown in Fig. 5, in which a comparison of frequency dependent
interactive coefficients (stiffness and damping) is p -ented for vertical
motions of a rigid footing of half-width A. As may be moted, the pore
water has a major impact on the character and magnitude of these
coefficients! with effective radiation damping increasing from the dry to
the fully satuarated case.
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